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ABSTRACT--

Pragmalinguistics, combining knowledge of linguistics
and civilization; is a field under development within the realm of-
applied linguistics. It is concerned with the pragmatism if spee-Ch
acts, which, calls for knowledge -of the relation' between one

*linguitic element and the per-SonS produclhg, using, and receiving it
during the communicative situation. Pragmalinguistics attempts to
develop a systematic inventors' of all that belongs to communicative
competence. Ccmmunidative'corpetence includes not only grammar but ,

also-the- way cf. living-and the view of life, specific tb the competent
mspeaker, since he needs the -a to make use cf his ability 'to perform /

speech acts. Foreign language instruction should include these
dimensions, as well as instruction in casual speech and fast speech
rules in second' language learning., since the highly conventional
style taught by high seriol teachers is inappropriate for the

-majority of ccnversatiols the student will have. (Author/W4
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Li" This second symposium, held in Saalbach by the Council of

Europe is not as the first vas - concerned :kith Linguistics.

Nevertheless the organisers of-thissymnosium deemed it necessary
to establish a onnectieg link between the.first-Tirghly successful
symposium 'and the second

I %hall talk about the relationship between linguistics

Pnd the civilisation and relic (C-E) lessons from the linzuistic
point of view. Ladies and gentlemen, let me tell you that my

way of treating .the subject is a partial one, so to say the

'linguistic point of view vhich is necessarily onesided..

I shall maintain two main theses:

(1). In foteign language teaching a neat distinction between

language teaching as such and C-R teaching is unnc,cessary and

useless-.

(2) Modern linguistics has developed a separate branch,

-pragmaliLguistics, which can combine linguistics and C-R if being furth

further deVeloped witnin the field of applied linguistics:-

C

Thirdly I shall treat an important but very much

neglected special field in this context, on -which part of my

scientific activities are concentrated; fast speech rules. The

main issue of discussion in all this will be to apply the new fields

of research of general linguistics to foreign language beaching.

First I would_like define "pragmalinguistics".

Pragmalinguistics, a fairly recentlfieln of research is

concerned with the pragmatism. of speech acts. Pragmatism.is th

relation between one linguistic element and the persons producing,

using, and receiving it during the communidati,re situation. The
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Saalbac.h II (cont'd).

English. linguist John Firth distingursb:d betwun three meanings

of the term "context of situation":

1. relation to human experience

2. setting (situation and speech)

purpose and socpe

0
Especially the first point shows clearly the relation between

pragmatism and C-R courses. However, the pragmatism of setting

contains much more. Dieter Wunderlich gentions the following

elements:.

1. Characteristics of the transmitter of a message

2. Characertistics of 'the .receiver_ of message:
4

Both points are relevsnt for C-R courses when the intention is to .

make pupils familiar with the characteristics of representatives'

of different nations.

3. The lapse_of time necessary for transmitting the message

4.. Place of transmission: this point is particularly

important for C-R courses.in the context of pragmalinguistica.

1-

5. Preliminary knowledge and ability to receive and to transmit
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This s itemwhei'e to my knowledge the C-R has failed.

In the French courses the .Austri =an high school student learns

something about FrenCh culture, history geography, and institutions:
Po3.

He shall acquire the -necessary basic knowledge of. the foreign country

and the foreign people. He gets-to kmow_basic elements oi.what

a Frenchman knows of France.' In.;.gen,pra4 the gust -rian
3

lesfns anything of what a, Frenchman knows about Austria. In

order to ensure-auccesbful communication, it is necessary that /

speaker A is fully aware'irhat his conversation partner knows of himself

what speaker Bis expecting from him (what the others think-about

himself). An" Austrian high school,or university student ought

to learn in the French C-R course what-a Fienchman usually knows

about Austria, what he expects of an Ahstri'an. It is also useful
- -/

to know something about the prevailing misunderstandings and

prejudices. Successful communication rehqires 611 interlocutors to,

know something about tne partners' knowledge about.:each other.

In consequence the lessons in C-R should partly be contrastive: the--
,

supp-osed_capabilities of the communication partners are also

important: usually an American does expect less ora foreigner who_

spQaks English than a Frenchman dies of Frenchspeaking foreigner.

So far we have mentioned thefive characteristics of

prkgmatism transmitter, receiver, time and place of

communication, preliminary knowledge and capability of the

communication partners.

-

Iri addition to this the following points are worth mentioning.

-The relations between the social conditions of the transmitter and

that of the receiver of message. The sociological problems of

//
pragmalinguistics willbegiven special consideration later on.

At this moment I should like to talk about,asecondsprohleM of the
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communicative situation where to nz knewledpe the C-R-lessons

are insufficient. What are the social reletion,s like between a

foreigner, for instance a,student of la%guages 'in a foreignr

country and a'native speaker he is meeting there f;io-r-the sake of

communicative interaction. Cf what eocial prestige do-es

a traveller of country X col,ntry. Y" dispose oi '1111e C-R

_lessonappa'rently rays too much stress on the isn-12positiOn that in

.

the target country, England, for,instance, there are Onl:i Englishmen
e

--
which means that. only' the social nelations-and communicative

interactiont between Englishmen are to. be treated. --At the best,
, .

relations and interactions between Englishmen and Ameficans are
. .

treated in order to contrast the characi.eritticS of the two- -

Anglo-Saxon nations and to point out the differences between

-British_ and'American:FoglithIf an Austrian high school stlident

is to successfully handle th---.045-A-tch sitafti:tion-iiEnglaltd, he' has
-

to be. informed also of social relationsbetween foreigners and
0

native speakers. This requires again contrastive aes'sons j.n C-

07. The speaker's and the eceiver's intentionsare essential
. ,--

elements of the speech situation. These elements of ;pragmatism
v

should appear- in two maYs,in foreign language teaching: First
/

the pupil'must know how to express certain commdoi-ative

inieractions in the fol.eign language. To often the teaching of

foreign languages seems to be concentrated on the following

problem: "If you say XY in your mother tongue, how can you express

it in..the'foreign language?" In my 'opinion the problem

is Of equal importance.

"Wanting tb :do, or to achieve, or to express something in a

given situation, what is one suppOsed to ,do, or' say as a foreigner 1.6,
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P"'

_say England?" The othcr problem when one is abrOad is guessing the

native interlocutor's intention. ifow should one get to know
. A -

without being` telepat'hi.c? This reveals at once -a crucial lack in

research and-teaching. We know much too little about the typidal

non-verbal behaviour of tne'different fariguage communities. Or
I

rather, there are of course myths and prejudices about the mimicry

and about the characteristic gestures of other nations, for

instance'the number of movements performed during speech by an

Italian or an-Englishman, the body movements a person',usds to say

"ye's":and.,"non. .But thescientific investigation into non-verbal

.coAuni;c'a.tion has not gone very far.yet. The following important

problem - that of pragmatism, affords a slightly more optimistic

view.

'8.' How are certain speech intentions expressed in a cer ain
.--

language? We may, call to mind the old Theory of FUnctions,---
- - 7
established by !the. Viennese lingUo-psychologist BUhler: communication,

_information, response release: .Recent.pragmalinguistics has followed

other'theorics to be sure, especially those of the English

philosopher 3. Austin. The concept of elocutionary force isvof"--

special imPOriance.Illoction is not what a person says but wha+

he implies when he speaks. If, for example, a husband comes hote

farad says to his wife "I'm 'hungry" the sentence he has, uttered and

its illocutionary function' are_not are not identical. For the

hungry husband doesnot want, so much to inform his wife about the

condition of his stomach as to implicitly call upon her to prepare

'something for him to eat.

_
. Thus the.illocutidnary function of "I'm hungry" according to

.., .

(')

,

.

isBuhler s not an information but a ,

response releaser. So far
,



Saaltach I, (cont 'd)

pragialinguiStb have tried. td find the universals.-Oi illocutionary

tforce expressions. Yet for foreign-language teaching the inVesti-

, gation-into speech-specific ways of expression would be equally/2-0

important.

In consideration of.T-R however, another of Austin's

categories which has been neglected,, is significat, too, namely,

that of perlocutidnaryXo.r-ee. This is to designate the strs.i.ight-

forwardness' and successfulness of a certain expression in'relation

to the speech ,aim. Let, us take up once more the example of .the

hungry husband coming hUhe: What should he say to make his wife--

4°°.
prepare something for him to eat as quiCkly dna as safely as

possible? In this regard, the expressions may well vary from

,language to language.. And C-R lessons ought to Point out the

differences in habits and. conventions between the target language

and the mother"lafiguage.
,

Politeness is a particularly important aspect. rn German

as 'well 'as in many other languages there is a.difference-between

"mussen" (E. "must ") "and "di rfen" (E-. "'may") . "Masten" expresses

/ constraint and thus it less polite than "dilufen". /et at a party,

the situation is quite different. When the host tells a gueit

",!.you must have a piece of4this ,:ake" she is politer than if she said

'-'12-"ly'du may have a piece of this cake". In the lattei case, she

givet the-impression of condetcendance, treating her guest more or

less like some subordinate or dependent person; besides, the host's

behaviour in the situation presupposes that she considers

/her cake very good one and thus she openly voices that sort of self-.
appreciation which again is impolite; and finally she presupposes ,

that the guest is longing for the cake, to bg eager to take a piece.

42
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- in doing so, she regards the guest as being impolite, 'ihich is

an imputation in itself. This simple situation which-Robin Lakoff

has discussed reveals alreadyirow_intricately the, speech behaviciur

is embedded-in a pragmatic' net of rules for po) iteness (code of

Politeness). The sentences "You must take a piece of ihoiS cake"

and "you may take apie-de of this cake", have quite different
o

value in respect'of'politeness when it is a mother that

CY,

0

says, them to her- child: Ip that case the sentence using
5

"di fen" is more _appropriate, for the.ch_ild depends on the mother

and is considered-to be voracious. If the mother says "You must

take ... she disagree -ablea disagreable constraint upon the child,

who obviously. does not want to eat any cake; either 'because he
.

does not like the taste -or because he hasalready had enough.

So here you see something extremely typical of pragmatism: even

JacriOr changes in speech situation may attribute a highly different

value to one and the same sentence.

In this field, the differences between various' European languages
4.

will rnot be very strong ones; there will be adifferenCe maybe as

to the decision whether to accept the offered cake, or to accept

it at once, or to politely decline first, waiting for another offer,
.

. ... -,......

to keep pp appearances; ruaybe there will be a distserence, 'alfsa,apOo

the (question) which reveals whether an offer or,a polite

request is meant seriously at all (Cp. Portuguese). This, for

example is the first problem that demands co-operation between

language training as such and C-R. Or think of the correct use., of

-"duft'and "Sie" and of their respe9t ve equivalents-in the European

languages, whose use oite-ff Vii:fie-Slfro language to language and.

which also varies according to the 4a mati-cal and'sociological

context within one language. Pragmaling istics provides the only

possibility of combining linguistics and C-R in such a case. For
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For pragamalinguistics attempts'at a- systematical inventory of all
. -

that belongs to -dommunicative 'competence. : This is the very pdin.t

to make: Such communitative competence is Much aore.than mere

linguistic cOmpetemce.' It comprises not 'only the grammar but-also thd

way,ol living and ,,r iew of life specific to the competent speaker,

inasmuch as he needs th'inn,.!to make use of his ability, to perfori

speech acts. In other words foreigrilanguage tceching ,foundcd on a
_.

7.-.,0theory of pragamlinguistics-cannot do without. the C-b knowledge
.

basic to speech comiunication bbing conveyed. WhAtdo these
1 _

.

conaderations mean for .the status cf C-R in the training of
u ,
fut-,:re teacliYis, end universify and high school students?

Formerly, C-R was used. as one linguistic basis of language

training. mOnly.undsr_the two following aspects: (1) that of so-
_

called- "V81ker,psychologie" (ethnological psychoiogy), which,

hoWeyer, has not acquired any otner than very subjective and

unstable ones;._ (2) __that of the ."Wort and Sachen" (Words and

Things"); the. ldtter tried to explain e etymological connections

between words by relating them to the realm of.things. I shall- -

not of course, enlaege upon the applicability of entythologies

foreign language teaching. in my opinion, etymologies are useful
.

and may stimulate the student, although they do not play a'

central fart.

C-R, however, should occupy a place in the centre. In the.

training of foreign langUage teachers in Austria for example it

'should be palced at-one level with linguistics and literature.
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Should it also become a separate subjedt at school? I do not think

so considering the small number -of lessons I think it- is

unfeasc.ble to branch nff from foreign language lessons .n order

to extend the history or geography lesson 'Such a tendan:ly is

difficult to avoid, though, if, as happens, pupils are reouiped

to read a book on US history:C-R lessons should not be history

lessors where English is spoken. Yet a ministerj.al decree

Bavaria sums to-follow.just this tread,requiring thenlibtoryand

f'51.. language leszons he .put in the ncharge of one tilacher. ,According9.y'

the Austrian "Matura".(school-leaving examination) cAimprises

separate question on C-R. What noniseniical actions .C-R ma'y

*v.

perform when it iLrows tooindependent is illus....ated by a practice

.we find at -some schools. teaching C-R as a sort of punishment.;

when a class behaves badly, a chapter on the English medieval

kings i' s dictated to be written down in the C-R linok! It is

extremely questionable whether such a procedure makes

language teaching and learhing very interesting. Nor' doI think

Engli.sh text books make much sense when they feature separate

chaptelfs enumerating chakacteristics of various regions of --

Great Britain.

,To my mind' the importance of C-R in the teaching of foreign

_langvages is in providing a foundatiOn for the ,linguistic and

communicative competence. For as ye have just seen in discussing

pragmatism, communicative competence requires a knowledge of basic

C-R facts. Therefore C-R must,be-a function o4 the language.

Thus C -R lessons ought-to be specifically attuned to the
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competence aimed at by 'a studpnt-. If for example l astudent of

r
physics wants to learn just as much Russian as he_needs-ito be

able to read Russian books on physics C-R may be practically altogethc

disregarded. High school tries to work tovard:.two kinds of

communicative dbiieten-e:

(1) the student will 1..e able to listen to, understand. and

a'etiv'ely tronsiatt written and spoken texts.

W
-
He Will be able to adequately make himseavnderstood in

5
real speech situations.

From this follows, I think that C-R' ought to f irm part of the

acquisition. orf these .two kinds of, competence. The history and'

geoir'aphy -lesschs abOui the target countries already

a survey of their history and geography. You may .addlsociology,

0

.

history of art? etc., The language lessons should increase

receptive competence by means of texts that provide relevant

linguistic as well as factual knowledge% The same is- true of

translating, copying' from radio, tape'or records and watching films

or television.

. -

As far as I know, there has been little attempt at founding

the C-R lesions on real speech situations. For 'Successful -

interautionst& be guaranteed in such situations 'the student must

be familiar with basic-Tacts about the may of living and thinking

of the target :country. (-3But how to .teach them, systematically is
c.)

the problem. Up until now this has depended, largely ,on how long

the teacher himself'fias lived in the target country and on his

ability to'integrate his-impresSions and experiences into the

lesson and convey them to the students. But how does one render

such techniques objective and 'put them iutu.ftiicYn? %-e.lvas to
. .

k
r



insist here that. it is usually less important for the'

students to increase their competence in real speech sit,4ations,

to know about lofty cultural schievements,of the target country than

to be familiar with trivialities and--generalities of the life there.

In Austria for instance this demand so ,far 'seems to

have beep. taken into consideraiion by teaching British weights and

measures in extensp. As the use of the metric ;system in Britdin

becomes more ektenSive this passtime which some teachers have is.i
is- destx-ned to disappear. What is going. to.eepliv,e it and si-ilars.

ones?
0.

It could be one of the most fruitful tasks -of this symrosium
,

dIsiuss the problem of how to teach the trivial habits and ways

of thinking of the target country bedause this is, in fact, the

premiss for all communicative competencp. Nobody will tuestion what

a-high :aim 'it is to giveoung people an insight into the culture
.1-

of the target' country. What is' the use of showi,ng,them the most
/'

beautiful piotos and-siides=if the Loire cast14 i3f he cannot mate
.

himself understood when arriving at the railway station in Paris.

'

.

One method of teaching culture and. civilisstionDis to make:

.the pupils h'avc-dialogueiwith- each other in the actual classroom

situations. thiS, however, seems 'only to be successfully- instituted

inthe '2nd and 3rd. forms and, unfortunately it has not been

applied to the 5th to 5th forms-, whose pupils are the appropriate age
.

0

for discussion, culture and civilisation. It
-
would, therefore,

. ;
-

--, bedeSirable to exercise the method with these age groups:

I .

,

O

. . ,
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Whet has been sai d so .far, corresponds with Prof.-idea

th4tcultUre and civiliiation ought not to be taught to students

40.i" Modern languages by historians, geographer's, and sociologists

but,by philologists or linguists, unfortunately there, are not

--,,enouth pr= gmalinguists yet. It is my ,opinion that the training of

pagmalInguists would Le the first and importqnt'stepsto -take the

. .

direct-lap of .an effectnre teaching of Civilisation courses.

FinA3ly, I Would like to talk about the7ficad of research
.

.1 which I am engaged _in at pres-ont'and which has a connection with

-theAopie-undar consideration. It is that .part. of philology that

is eoneerned,with, casuT1 Speech and fast speech rules. This field has

been totally neglected by high school teachers who'have always'
. .

eontenled-thempelve: with communicating the_ standard version and

,, the formal 1,441.4 ofLexpreision of Any modern language. Thus,
, )

5 .

teacher% of German will tell his pupils to-pronaunct--"Hast Du" as
, .

Nast du, it mentioning the "allegro forms" of /riasts7 or /hast7
...

. _
.

Similarly, a teaCier of French will teach-the standard pronunciation.'

11or ne ,sa:p.pl.s", and not itipaa. or /fate. The silent'e'
r =

which the'French Langtiage Institutes insist on, has' almost disappeared.

ini.'eVerydp4 p7ontneiation. Nobody will care for teaching his students

that "pendent" end "gendarme",Dare pronounced- tpla- ina7, and
- -

iza'nazig in, casull srcech. it is the same with English where slang

pronunciaion iEHacnsclousiy avoiaea oy teachers; they will, rather

derend an over-distinct pronunciation that allow the use of fast

gpeecb rules (cf. -iNat 4o youwant?" pronounced as /vat d'wan(07:

t.

It isthe pur,PA fate to grow up with a highly formal
-

,eonventiona4. Style which is inappropriate- for the majority of the
r) 1

.
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conversations he.wAl get engaged in. The result is that he either

gets frustrated Then being talked to informally byW--"native

speaker" or he has difficulties in understanding him'and answering

in the same style. It-Ts however, true that foreigners abroad are

not necessarily always addressed in an informal- way. Our socio-
v

. .

linguistic investiaiOns at the University of Vienna have shown

that a familiarity-of the partners does definitelz catalyse

the process of their adoPLing a nonchalant "allegro style ".,

Since modern language teachers have such e contempt for the uce

of fast speech rules,_they tend to overstress slow-moxingi,..

dignified, and formal types of s yle, such .as recitation, over-
.

exact articulation.in reading etc. Even if pupils occasionally get

acquainted ,with flawing, and informal style, .they are never taught

it systematically at secondary school. It.would indeed be desirable

.for the whole field of linguiatics to abandon this contemptuous

attitude towards conversational style.

There is a connection between all these remarks and the teaching

of civilisation. American philologists' have provided evidence

that the choice of style in conversatioa is mainly dependent on

the actual situation of the speakers. In my_ investigations of the

Viennese dialect I have found out 1Q difeerent styles which

range from the extremely slow sad artificial to the quickly-
..

'flowing, natural style. It all depends on the degree of familiarity

of the partner:), whether they belong to-the primary giloup orto

a peer group; whether'they are soCial equals, what their attitude

is towards colloquial style and dialect, where their conversation

takes place, etc. All these are matters of research for the field
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--\ civilisation.

A suggestion for che"futurPresearck and teaching of

would be to find out as much as possible about these sociolinguistic

aspects in the tart country.

On the level of high school education the introduction of

ci-vilisatioh as a new and separate subject would entail a Cutting

down of the language training of the pupils, which would be

driesponsible. The is simply not enough time for the teaching, of

a suffie-ient communicative competence in the foreign langueze.

Thus, the aim of improv,j.ng the pupil's undenstandingpf,the target

country must be reaches

is incorporated in the

way of communi'ating a civilisation that

guage and literature part of instruction.

For this reason, the field of culture aura civilisation to be

institutionalised as a separa subject at university level is to

be rejected; its function can on1 be au,ancillkry one.

r


